
2015-16 Gateway Courses and Descriptions 
(F) indicates Fall course 
(S) indicates Spring course 
 
1. GW 100-1(F) Citizens of the World 
What is globalization, and what does it mean to you as a college student in central Illinois? What is the 
role of the United States in the world? What, as individuals, can and should we do about events 
happening in other parts of the world? In this course, we will explore the topic of world citizenship as we 
learn and practice essential writing skills, paying particular attention to techniques of argumentation 
and research. We will analyze such issues as cultural encounter, education, and international conflict as 
we hone vital critical thinking and writing skills. Ideally, through writing, we will not only locate our place 
in the world, but also discover who we are. 
 
2. GW 100-2(F) Understanding Comics 
Comics?  as high art?  as serious literature?  It’s true: comics have moved off the drugstore rack and 
onto the winner’s lists of prestigious literary prizes.  With Scott McCloud's Understanding Comics as a 
guide, we’ll explore the workings of the comics form.  As we read and analyze both classic and 
contemporary examples of the comics form, we’ll investigate how the mind processes the comics form, 
the interplay between word and image, what happens between panels, and how time flows through a 
comics narrative. 
 
Warning: No superheroes; no manga. 
 
3. GW 100-3(F) What is a University? 
College: you’ve been preparing for it for years, and you know it’s important. But really, why are you 
here, who is here with you, and what do you hope to achieve? In this course, we will read and write 
about the aims of education, the crisis in the humanities, the role of sports at universities, the cost of a 
university education, and issues of class, race, and gender among college students. Our careful analysis 
of texts and films will ground our discussions and prompt critical thinking about these issues. In addition, 
you will write and revise essays, reviews, and research papers that will help you develop your skills as a 
writer and researcher. By the end of this course, I hope that you will have learned how to generate 
important questions about difficult issues and answer those questions in meaningful ways. I hope, too, 
that you will see yourself as an engaged citizen of your new intellectual community at Illinois Wesleyan. 
 
4. GW 100-4(F) The Once and Future Myth:  King Arthur for All Time 
This course will look at the legend of King Arthur as a master narrative: one which expresses, as it spans 
the centuries, the deepest aspirations of Western civilization. As we examine this myth in its 
various medieval and modern manifestations, we will seek to determine how and why this ancient 
story continues to resonate for the modern world. In our perusal of medieval narrative and modern 
retelling – both written and cinematic – we will analyze the myth through critical textual analysis, and 
evaluate its meaning for both medieval and modern audiences. Coursework will be comprised of a 
combination of analytical and creative writing. 
 
5. GW-100-5(F) Utopianism and its critics 
Utopian thinkers like Thomas More and Charlotte Perkins Gilman imagine the good life and build a world 
to foster it. For utopians, the best of all possible worlds sets the limits for the right-what the state will 
designate legal and illegal. Liberal thinkers like Thomas Hobbes and John Rawls take the opposite 
approach. They imagine the worst of all possible worlds and build a state to control it. In this class we 



discuss, debate and judge the merits of political, philosophical and literary works written by utopians 
and their liberal critics. 
 
6. GW 100-6(F) Religion & Violence 
From ISIS to the on-going conflict in modern day Israel-Palestine, from India-Pakistan to Sept. 11, 
violence appears to be inextricably bound to religion.  Understanding the complex interplay between 
these two forces is extremely important in today's world.  In this class we will examine the nature of the 
relationship between religion and violence.  To do so, we will first survey the history of religion and 
violence to note their long and sordid past.  Next, we will seek to understand the mindset of those who 
perpetrate violence in the name of religion.  Lastly, we will then aim to apply our knowledge of the 
historical and ideological background to present-day situations with the goal of increasing our 
understanding of these events in their own contexts. 
 
7. GW 100-7(F) Particular Playgrounds 
Starvation, suicide, poverty, political repression, abandonment, violence, sexual assault, dark magic war, 
totalitarian governments, genocide, death, prejudice and corruption seem unlikely themes for children’s 
literature, yet these are the most common topics in popular books for readers aged twelve to eighteen 
years old. Books such as The Hunger Games, The Giver, The Absolute True Diary of a Part-Time Indian, 
Yummy: The Last Days of A Southside Shorty, Divergent and many others expose young readers to topics 
that seem at times too mature for children to handle.  But is this true?  Who decides? Parents, teachers, 
authors, children? 
  
In this course we will explore the darker side of contemporary narratives aimed at young readers; read a 
few of these best-seller and award-winning books and analyze their short and long term cultural 
implications. In particular we will consider how these books follow or redefine the purpose and function 
of children’s literature and how they speak about our past, present and future.  Would your favorite 
books withstand college-level literary criticism? Are you finally old enough to examine what exactly do 
you like to read and why?  If you are, this course is for you? 
 
8. GW 100-8(F) Women and Revolution in 20th-Century China 
The fundamental changes in the lives of Chinese women over the past century serve as an especially 
appropriate context for a Gateway course.  They are extremely relevant to our own lives today: the 
experiences of Chinese women served as a direct catalyst to the growth and expansion of the "second 
wave” of feminism in the U.S. during the late 1960s and early 1970s, the legacy of which is still very 
much with us in the year 2015.  In addition to its inspirational quality, the role of women in the Chinese 
revolution has also sparked debate on questions that still arise among those seeking sexual equality: Can 
revolution lead to liberation, or not?  More fundamentally, what does it mean to achieve "liberation"?  
Is liberation for women the freedom to do what a man can do?  Or is it freedom to be "feminine"?  Can 
women’s liberation, however defined, be accomplished for women, or is it necessary that it be 
accomplished by women?  How does women’s liberation fit into the larger agenda for social revolution - 
an agenda that in China included the country’s national liberation from imperialism and the liberation of 
oppressed peasants and workers from undue exploitation?  Have Chinese women prospered more 
under the bygone period of revolutionary socialism or under the market economy of today?  Wide 
differences of opinion on these questions will be the subject of readings, discussions, and compositions 
in this class as each of us strives to understand and ultimately to take a position on the competing 
conceptions. 
 
9. GW 100-9(F) Work, Film, American History, 1945-2000 



In this course we analyze cultural representations of men and women in select American films produced 
in the 1940s through the end of the twentieth century, paying particular attention to representations of 
men and women in relation to their satisfaction or lack of satisfaction with work and with American 
society and culture generally. We read about and discuss the changing social and economic realities that 
shaped Americans’ lives in these years and analyze representations of them in various movies. In 
addition to this course content, we spend a significant amount of time discussing and developing 
college-level writing strategies and prose. Grades are based on students’ written work as that work is 
represented in a variety of essays. 
 
10. GW 100-10(F) Sex, Disease, and Medicine in Medieval/Renaissance Europe 
We will use primary sources and the works of modern historians to examine European understandings 
of sexuality, disease and medicine from approximately 1200 to 1600.  Topics of emphasis will include 
The Black Death (bubonic plague), sexually transmitted diseases, the rise of university-based medical 
education, and perceptions of homosexuality.  Where connections exist, we will relate these historical 
topics to issues of contemporary social concern.  Student writing and discussion will facilitate synthesis 
of information from multiple sources, formulation of arguments, reaction to controversial texts, and 
exploration of unanswered questions. 
 
11. GW 100-11(F) Get a Life: Life Narrative in Practice and Theory 
This Gateway Symposium will explore the field of life narrative, an interdisciplinary field which has 
burgeoned in the last two decades. Life narrative studies includes autobiography, memoir, diaries, blogs, 
letters, web pages, graphic novels, and other genres. We’ll read a young woman’s blog from Iraq, the 
testimony of a Guatemalan reformer, the biography behind the movie The King’s Speech, essays from a 
brilliant writer with MS, and a graphic memoir from the Holocaust, plus other readings. You’ll be asked 
to write five papers and keep a journal. 
 
12. GW 100-12(F) Legal Decision Making 
"The life of the law has not been logic: it has been experience."  Though Oliver Wendell Holmes 
recognized the incompatibility between logic and law over 100 years ago in The Common Law, most 
Americans still react derisively when law or litigation leads to seemingly illogical and unjust results.  At 
the same time, Americans are uniquely enamored with the jury system.  Ironically, a substantial source 
of the perceived lack of logic may be a direct result of the nearly unrestrained confidence Americans 
place in juries.  This colloquium uses as its source of reading, writing and critical thinking demonstrations 
of the tension between the judicial system's objective of procedural fairness, primarily through the use 
of citizen juries, and the desire that trials reach substantive conclusions fair to the parties and the 
community.  Specific topics may include the jury selection process, the influence of politics and money 
on judicial selection, the use of expert witnesses, the legal conflict between religious convictions and 
medical science, product liability and class action lawsuits, and the testimonial use of hypnotically 
refreshed or recovered memory. 
 
13. GW 100-13(F) It Stinks, or Criticism as Art 
The course will explore the changing role and style of professional arts criticism.  Students will  be 
required to stay abreast of current arts reviews in The New Yorker, The New York Times, and the Chicago 
Tribune.  
 
14. GW 100-14(F) Visual Literacy 
Images are central to our life, but do we know how to critically read them? Being visually literate means 
understanding how visual content communicates effectively. This colloquium will explore the ways one 



can decode the underlying ideas of image producers and consider the nature of perception and visuality 
("visuality" describes our culturally and historically determined ways of seeing). The course will develop 
skills in writing and articulating the visual academically, including thinking of images as documents, 
visual evidence, and even as "arguments. “Students will gain knowledge in ascertaining how the visual 
serves aesthetic, cognitive, perceptual, and ideological purposes, through extensive writing about 
images and discussion on visual culture. 
 
15. GW 100-15(F) Pen is Mightier than Sword 
Human history has been shaped by the power of the written and spoken word. What lessons can be 
learned from the art of verbal persuasion? In this class, we will examine selected great speeches and 
essays in an attempt to understand better how these works have affected the course of history. We will 
discuss why changing institutional cultures and behaviors can be so challenging, and we will seek to 
identify strategies that have been successful in effecting profound change, good and bad, through artful 
argumentation. 
 
16. GW 100-16(F) The Beatles 
The Beatles have been voted the "best," "most creative, “and "most influential” musicians and 
performers of the 20th century in every poll imaginable. Their influence was (and continues to be) felt in 
every form of music, from the beginnings of heavy metal genre to today's hip-hop. It is in their 
musicianship? their compositions and performances, both live and recorded? that the Beatles? influence 
is unique and unparalleled.  
 
The Beatles' careers (as a group and as individuals) and music provide a large variety of possible writing 
experiences and topics for class discussion. In reacting to the major recordings and critical responses to 
them, students will be expected to participate actively in class discussions and to write persuasively in 
argumentative essays. 
 
17. GW 100-17(F) A Personal Response to Literature 
Short pieces of literature can provide an excellent source for oral and written discourse. Short enough to 
be read in one sitting yet complex enough to require thoughtful re-readings for full comprehension, 
works by writers from Poe to Hemingway to Vonnegut will be used as stimuli for class discussion and for 
a variety of writing assignments centered around both form and content. 
 
18. GW 100-18(F) Facing the Extreme 
Why are some people drawn to dangerous pursuits like climbing Mt. Everest or exploring subzero 
Antarctica? Why does one person emerge from a concentration camp and go on to live a happy, 
meaningful life, while others remain depressed or shell-shocked?  And finally, how much does our spirit 
influence the way we recover from debilitating diseases like cancer?  In this course we will read 
autobiographical accounts of people who survive extreme situations, women and men.  Students will 
analyze our heroes and heroines in their essays, and then they will measure their lives against 
psychological theories of risk taking and survival. 
 
19. GW 100-19(F) The Good Doctor 
Should a doctor view her career as a vocation or a business? How important is the doctor-patient 
relationship in eradicating disease?  Why do some specialists have better cure rates than others? Why 
do some physicians mistrust technology when making a diagnosis? These and other questions will be 
discussed in class and explored in writing, using both first-hand accounts from eminent physicians as 
well as statistical research to back up assertions. Student will be exposed to competing ideas about 



controversial issues, and they will be expected to make judgments and provide their own positions on 
the best medical practices. 
 
20. GW 100-20(F) Artistic Nuts and Bolts: A Practical Guide to Finding Order and Meaning in Works of 
Art 
Do you wish you could understand novels, plays, movies and music on a deeper level?  This course will 
teach you to identify techniques and patterns that are common to all works of art. By taking these 
compositions apart and analyzing their construction, we will attempt to build an understanding of how 
artists and authors create order and meaning. A possible tagline for the course would be "look closely; 
make connections.” Together, we will analyze and discuss a novel, some short stories, a musical and a 
film. For your individual project, you may choose any work of art-such as a poem, a painting, a piece of 
music, or a dance composition. 
One of the objectives of the course is to increase your ability to analyze text and visual media critically. 
Make no mistake, however, about the main focus of this course. Its primary objectives are to increase 
your ability to think critically and to prepare you to write the types of papers that will be expected of 
you during your academic career. 
 
21. GW 100-21(F) Social History of a Candy Bar 
We all love a good candy bar. But we seldom stop to consider where chocolate bars come from. That is 
the aim of this course. When you consider that 66% of all cocoa is grown in West Africa, 60% of the 
world’s vanilla is produced on the island of Madagascar, and the United States imports sugar from 26 
countries (from Swaziland to Switzerland), it is clear that any modern chocolate bar has an international 
background. Eating it links us implicitly to a wide range of places, people and power relations. Indeed, a 
candy bar is loaded not only with many calories but with many different stories? of taste and travel, of 
culture and economy, of empire and industry. In this course, we shall explore some of these stories, 
piecing together the global history of a chocolate bar through several related themes: the history of 
cocoa; the history of sugar; the emergence of agrofood commodity chains associated with the needs of  
industrial production; the rise of multinational food and candy corporations. In short, we will use the 
chocolate bar to illuminate the history and dynamics of the modern global food economy. And in the 
process we will eat some excellent candies. 
 
22. GW 100-22(F) The Promise and Perils of DNA Technology 
The ability to read, interpret, and modify the DNA blueprints that are vital to all known forms of life is a 
power that humankind has only recently acquired. The consequences of these newfound powers have 
rapidly infiltrated our lives in ways that were unimaginable just a few generations ago.  In this course we 
will examine how the explosion of discoveries that have occurred since the elucidation of the structure 
of DNA in the 1950s have impacted society and how new technologies just over the horizon will 
continue to do so in the future. 
 
23. GW 100-23(F) Friendship 
You’ll make new friends in college who will remain with you for the rest of your life. We’ll look at the 
idea of friendship from the perspective of writers and thinkers through the ages as well as its current 
incarnation on social networking sites. 
 
We’ll research and debate such questions as: Is Facebook good or bad for the institution of friendship?; 
do women's friendships function differently than those endorsed by the "brocode?"; can we predict 
which friendships will be lasting?; when is friendship no longer worth it? We’ll look at the concept of the 
“frenemy,” “friend zoning” and other variations on this fundamental life relationship in fiction and film. 



Finally, we’ll develop and define individual philosophies of friendship, based on our findings and 
discussions. 
 
As with all Gateway classes, we’ll expand skills in critical thinking, information literacy, verbal 
articulation, formal academic writing and the revision process. 
 
24. GW 100-24(F) Can I Cite Tumblr?: Issues of Scholarship in the 21st Century  

This course will explore the complex technological, rhetorical, and ethical issues of digital scholarship. 
Students will learn how to use technology tools in their research practices, and also engage with critical 
evaluation of these technologies in the production of knowledge. We will focus on composition within 
traditional computing software as well as cloud-based apps and social media platforms. Although this 
course will be computer-based, I do not assume any prior experience with digital technologies. 

 
25. GW 100-25(F) Banned and Burned: Censorship 
Censorship of all forms of expression has occurred across history. Each generation is faced with 
questions about which ideas, information, images, or language is too objectionable to be permitted. 
What are the motivations for censorship? What are the consequences on the society when the silencing 
of expression occurs? 
  
In this class, we will explore both the large movements of censorship in different cultures and times, as 
well as the subtle acts of silencing that occur. The course will take a wide-ranging view of the ways in 
which the printed word, music, art, theatre, film, and media are affected by censorship.  The class 
provides the opportunity to analyze and evaluate competing experiences and ideas. Students will 
engage in and develop the ability to think critically about information sources, and as a result, formulate 
both oral and written arguments about censorship and silencing issues across time, society, and 
cultures. 
 
26. GW 100-26(F) Friendship 
You’ll make new friends in college who will remain with you for the rest of your life. We’ll look at the 
idea of friendship from the perspective of writers and thinkers through the ages as well as its current 
incarnation on social networking sites. 
 
We’ll research and debate such questions as: Is Facebook good or bad for the institution of friendship?; 
do women's friendships function differently than those endorsed by the "brocode?"; can we predict 
which friendships will be lasting?; when is friendship no longer worth it? We’ll look at the concept of the 
“frenemy,” “friend zoning” and other variations on this fundamental life relationship in fiction and film. 
Finally, we’ll develop and define individual philosophies of friendship, based on our findings and 
discussions. 
 
As with all Gateway classes, we’ll expand skills in critical thinking, information literacy, verbal 
articulation, formal academic writing and the revision process. 
 
 
27. GW 100-1(S) The Drama of It All 
This section of Gateway will use drama as the basis for discussions of contemporary as well as universal 
concerns such as violence, identity, family, women's roles, and law, even as we consider the literary and 



artistic elements of individual plays.  We will read several traditional plays of the twentieth or twenty-
first century as well as several texts in contemporary documentary theatre style (possibly The Laramie 
Project, by Moises Kaufman, and/or Fires in the Mirror or The Arizona Project, by Anna Deavere Smith) 
to ground our discussions and to prompt critical thinking and writing about the artistic portrayal of the 
kinds of issues noted above. 
 
28. GW 100-2(S) Native American Spirituality 
In this course, we will examine the distinctive religious traditions and spiritual paths developed by 
Native North American communities, with specific emphasis on the Lenape (Delaware), Cherokee, 
Lakota (Sioux) and Navajo nations.  Our challenge will be balancing the "outsider" perspectives of the 
academic study of religions with the "insider” understanding of religions within their own social, 
historical, and personal contexts.  
 
Like other Gateways, this is primarily a writing course, so we will spend a good deal of time-inside and 
outside of class-thinking and talking about good writing practices and approaches to information.  The 
issues of Native American religious life from the past and the present will serve as the topics for 
readings, research, discussion, and writing. 
 
29. GW 100-3(S) Facing Evil 
Much in our contemporary world seems to indicate that things are not as they should be. Poverty, 
illness, and pervasive violence suggest that life is unfair and unjust, that evil exists and is simply part of 
our lives as human beings. In this class, we will critically explore various accounts of evil in fiction, 
philosophy and memoir. 
 
30. GW 100-4(S) Madness: Portrayal of Mental Illness 
The portrayal of mental illness in both literature and media will be examined across a historical 
perspective allowing study of classic pieces such as One Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest. Emphasis will be 
placed on contemporary works such as Girl, Interrupted, Requiem for a Dream, and Beautiful Mind. 
Books and film adaptations will facilitate discussion and debate; diverse writing assignments will be 
completed throughout the semester. 
 
31. GW 100-5(S) It Stinks, or Criticism as Art 
The course will explore the changing role and style of professional arts criticism.  Students will  be 
required to stay abreast of current arts reviews in The New Yorker, The New York Times, and the Chicago 
Tribune.  
 
32. GW 100-6(S) Controversies in Women’s Health 
An exploration of various health issues that are either unique to women or of specific significance to 
woman across their lifespan will be examined using current research findings, literature and media. 
Documentaries and films will be used to examine debates related to birthing, sexuality, and transcultural 
health issues. Health disparities related to gender, culture, ethnicity, and socioeconomic status will be 
explored locally, nationally, and globally. 
 
33. GW 100-7(S) Why talk if we disagree? 
The goal of this course is to create a class environment where a shared commitment to evidence and 
reason can engender authentic communication even when we disagree on substantive issues. 



Specifically, you will use iterative writing and responsive listening as tools for discovering and shaping 
your own ideas and to effectively communicate them to your peers.   

In this discussion oriented and writing intensive Gateway Colloquium, you will construct your own 
understanding of, and write about, some contemporary debates that continue to divide our society. The 
specific topics/questions will be finalized by the instructor, who happens to be a scientist, after 
consulting with students in the class. But, in order that you may get a sense of the class, here are some 
examples of issues discussed recently by students in this class. What distinguishes science from 
nonscience? Should same-sex marriage be legalized? Should Creationism or Intelligent Design be taught 
in science classrooms in our high schools? Should the National Science Foundation support research in 
homeopathic medicine? What should we do to address the issue of greenhouse gases and global climate 
change? Many are claiming that nuclear energy is the “new” green: Really? If you would like to try to 
persuade the class, during the first week, to select a topic that is especially important to you, that too 
would be fine. 

 
34. GW 100-8(S) Shakespeare on Film  
This course will investigate several film adaptations of the plays of William Shakespeare. Through the 
reading of Shakespeare’s plays, screen adaptations and related materials, and the viewing of several 
DVD/Video versions of his work, we will explore the artistic and stylistic implications of the shift from 
stage to screen, as well as its impact on the content and relevance of his work. 


